hand side as you enter on the south en- 
too fireplaces in each chimeney - one over 
& one below - chimneys of good brick laid 
in strong lime mortar - foundations only 
good large hearth boxes placed mouth flues to incineration 
flue and spouts to carry away smoke 
from the roof as an ancient college.

The contractor to furnish all 
materials and complete entire job 
by first of January 1855 - and deliver 
key to building committee by that time.

The side walls in rooms & passages 
to be neatly lined with domestic 
plastered with glazed paper of figures 
depicted for rooms halls & passages.

All materials to be good 
all work to be neat, workmanlike and in 
good modern style & architecture.

The building to be erected on a 
hill at such point as the building 
committee may designate 
by order of the board.

J. A. Mershon 
Recey.